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The Centenary!
Report by David Day

EDMONTON COUNTY SCHOOL CENTENARY CELEBRATION SATURDAY 23rd MARCH 2019

Set the alarm for 7.30, got to negotiate the 45 miles from Aylesbury to the school via the A41, M25 and
A10. In the event I woke early, the great day had arrived. I was there by 9.45 and had already been beaten to
it by the rest of the ECSOSA Committee, Jean & Dennis Patten, Peter Francis, Joan Wilson and Tom, and
Carol Coates (who had even further to come from deepest Kent). Sensibly, we had already set up most exhibits
the afternoon before and only needed to add a few finishing touches, not least the re-fixing of the posters that
had fallen off the walls overnight. That was remedied by good old Scotch Tape.

Maggi Frisby, Resources Technician and Jo Wilson, School Secretary had set up tables in the main
entrance to hand out visitor’s packs which Maggi had prepared and, fortunately, our guests started to arrive
early. Business Manager George Georgiou with assistance from Paolo Ribecca and Pasquale La Sala had
already sorted out car parking and laid out the seating in the hall. All we had to do then was wait. Before long
the main hall started to fill up, old friends greeting each other and looking at the posters depicting 100 years
and the panoramic school photos. Many comments were made about the hall oak panelling having been
painted in two tone blue. Depending on your opinion and without prejudice, it either made a welcome change
from “stuffy acadaemia” to bright and cheerful surroundings in keeping with twenty first century learning or
a sad and unnecessary change from a worthy tradition. The disappearance of the portraits of past Heads was
also observed. No further comment about that!

Early arrivals were treated to a rehearsal of the School Song by the junior choir, conducted by the music
teacher. Then at 12 noon, with most visitors assembled and seated, the Executive Head Teacher Dr Susan
Tranter opened the proceeding and made a short speech of welcome which made reference to the past century
and explained the aims of the school in modern day education. She was followed by Deputy Lord Lieutenant
of Greater London, Ann Cable, sadly not in resplendent uniform which is reserved for male Lord Lieutenants.

Dr Susan Tranter Ann Cable MBEECSOSA Committee
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The assembled company then sang the National Anthem led by the Junior Choir who then sweetly sang
the School Song as written by Gus Locke all those years ago to the tune of “O Canada” bringing a lump to
the throats of the “olduns”.

We were then treated to a tableau performed by pupils illustrating national events over the past 100 years.
This was followed by an energetic and sometimes acrobatic dance routine, again covering styles over those
years from The Charleston to Hip Hop or is it Rap? The assembled audience then had their turn to sing the
School Song again and no one needed to be reminded of the words. They are burned into the hearts of many
of us. There is a “new” version but it was not used.

This concluded the first official part of the day and everyone again promenaded for a chat and to look at
the historical display provided on the Old Scholars’ (ECSOSA) tables. The two books on sale, “A Potted
History 1919 to 2019” by Beryl Cushion and “Notable Alumni” went quite well although we have plenty left.
The canteen was opened and many gravitated there for a welcome cuppa and sandwich.

Junior Choir - Years 3 - 8

The ECSOSA Display Break for a chat

Senior Pupils perform a Centenary Tableau

Centenary Dance Routine The Audience fills the Hall
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After the tea break, the assembled company was invited to one of the inner courtyards which had been
re-paved and planted. This was to witness a ceremony of burying time capsules for future generations. There
were two capsules filled with a variety of objects and information donated by pupils and staff. The special
guests for this event were the youngest pupil “Beau” only five years old and the oldest old  scholar present,
Joan Deacon, a sprightly 99-year old who attended the school from 1932 to 1936. (Her 100th birthday will be
the 17th November 2019). The garden is in its infancy and more shrubs will be planted over the next few weeks.
Sadly, the bulbs planted in the front of the school, as reported in the March edition, had not yet flowered but
nature cannot be hurried and others will benefit from the display when it arrives.

 Burying the Time Capsules,  David Day, Joan Deacon, Beau, Dr Tranter
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The next formality was the unveiling of the additional memorial to ex pupils who had died in service of the
country. A small plaque that matched the style of the existing large war memorial was mounted alongside.
The list of names was read out and the circumstances of their deaths explained. Dr Tranter then performed
the unveiling ceremony. It was brief but touching.

This concluded the official programme and the rest of the day was taken up with more examination of
the historical display and of course networking, chatting with old friends and catching up with the intervening
years. It had all taken a long while coming and it seemed to be over in a flash. Was it all worthwhile? It
would seem so and social media and emails have been commenting since. Will there be another reunion?
Only time will tell. After cleaning up and loading the surplus into our cars we departed, as they say,
“Bloodied – But Unbowed”.

Dr Tranter unveils the additional memorial - David Day looks on.
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